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What defines a great nation is not only great guns, or great wealth, but great magnanimity, great vision and great 
compassion.ii
ABSTRACT: 
Occupying billions of acres, possessing overwhelming military power and controlling the outer space, even all combined, are still
not sufficient to be a true “Great Nation” which can lead the world respectably. Yet a country that only has land of hundred miles
can already become a regional or world leader in “new culture” or “high-tech”. The author wishes all nations, no matter they are
large or small in territory and population, if they so desire to be a “great nation” or a “world leader” in various regions, they 
should form their international policies based on humanity, refer to historical lessons, learn from classics, model against 
paradigm, and use the least time, energy and entropy, to achieve their ideals and goals through honorable just means. 
At times, in lacking of good working model and practical experience, countries that desire to be a respectable “Great Nation”iii in 
various regions, should humbly and practically “touch the stone in water to cross river”. At the same time, the author sincerely
advises all the “great powers” will take steps to reduce their destructive maneuverings gradually, and wisely increase more 
constructive plans and actions compassionately, for their own good and for world peace, harmony and happiness. 
© 2009 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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DEFINITION OF A “GREAT NATION” 
There are many kinds of “Big Countries/Nations”. If measured by “Hard” or “Soft” quantities: countries with 
many people might be called “Large Population Country”; with wide land, called “Large Territory Country”; rich in 
resources, called “Resources Rich Country”; abundance in agricultural products, “Agriculture Abundant Country”; 
oil abundant, called “Big Oil State”; naval power called “Sun Never Set Empire”; able to send astronauts to outer 
space, might be called “Space Club Nations”; strong in arms and able to destroy the world many times, called 
“Military Superpower”; financially strong and can manipulate the world financial trend, called “Big Economical 
Power” ... etc. 
Or if we consider from the “soft” and the “virtual” side: there are “Software Giant”, “Fashion Kingdom”, “Patent 
Empire”, “Environmental Green State”, “Politeness State”, “Classical Texts Proud State” and “New Culture Trend 
Set Nation”  etc., and together they make a competitive and colorful world. Yet this paper would like to address a 
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different dimension and look at the definition with different focal 
points, by integrating the definition of  Menciusÿ “matured 
country” and ex-Tsinghua University principal Mei Yichi’s 
definition for a “great university”iv and extend them into a positive 
definition for a “Great Nation”, that is: 
What defines a great nation is not only great guns, or great 
wealth, but great magnanimity, great vision and great com-passion. 
(Fig.1)                Fig.1 what makes a Great Nation?          
What I mean about the “great magnanimity” is close to Peking 
University’s ex-principal, Mr. Cai Yuanpei’s (1868—1940) 
famous motto about what is a “great school”, is that it “contains 
different views and treats them equally, with capacity therefore can 
grow great”. By the same token, a basic requirement for a “world 
leading great nation” is its capacity to tolerate different cultures 
and respect various races equally.v Otherwise, if using power alone, 
neither a principal nor a nation can lead successfully. For the same 
reason, if a country cannot even possess fair “Pan-Asian capacity”, 
Fig. 1What makes a Great Nation? how can it be a leader of the 
world? Next, what I mean about “great vision” is like what Lin 
Zexu (1785ü1850) wrote in a couplet, “Know-ing the threat is a 
matter of live or die, one should never give up the responsibility for 
the society/nation.ā In this famous couplet, Lin ex-pressed his sense of respons-ibility for the society beyond his 
own interest and safety of life. For a Āworld class leading great nationā, I expect it to put the interests of the world 
on its shoulder, instead of putting his nation’s interest over all the other nations all the time. When there is a conflict 
in interests between the world and great nations, great nations would sacrifice itself for the harmony of the whole 
region and the whole world, because they know the world is one body, and eventually, “if you are OK, then I am OK 
too”. We also expect a great nation can keep its words, and carry out its commitments against difficulties. Because, 
only by doing so continuously, according to the law of energy conservation, that the benefit will eventually circulate 
back to the one who put in the “seed money” for the whole group’s good. Therefore I call it a great vision, based on 
the finally return of investment in the long run, not on simple belief or naive feeling. 
As for the “great compassion”, which is a guidance of policy higher than measuring by status ranking, technology 
strength and financial weight, as said in ancient Sima Strategy (could be complied before Sunzi Art of War) “good 
policy is based on compassion and regulated with justice.” It is also like what Mencius (372—287 BCE) had 
advocated that “people are the most precious, society and nation are secondary, while the king is the least important 
among the three.” That’s also what Confucius had said, “Do not do things that you do not like others do to you”, or 
Jesus Christ had preached the famous Golden Rule in Matthew 7.12 In everything do to others as you would have 
them do to you; for this is the law and the prophetsvi, and Buddha had advised “the world is one, have empathy 
toward all living creatures”.
Looking from the other side, if a man can only use force to back his claim, that is only a temporary win by 
overpowering an opponent, such a man is not a real strongman, so said Laozi. In Laozi’s opinion, “a real strongman 
is one who keeps on winning against himselfā. If we apply Laozi’s wisdom to nations, if a nation does   not have 
the capacity to tolerate other nations’ cultures and systems as democratically as it towards its own people, then how 
can it claim its leadership in a democracy-driven international environment with so many countries of different sizes 
that have different cultures and views? A recent educational historical case was the ex-Soviet Unions which had 
controlled almost 1/3 of the world and yet finally, all of a sudden, it collapsed and lost its dominant control over its 
satellite countries nearly in overnight. 
In another case, if a nation tries to dump its problem to its neighbors during an economic turbulence, and is mean 
to help its neighbors when in need, then such a nation, even has great financial and military power, cannot expect its 
neighbors or other nations to accept it to the leading group of the world affairs. Because if a leading nation cannot 
take any sacrifice for its allies or followers in urgent cases, it has already violated the basic teaching of Jesus Christ 
who had proudly sacrificed himself for the world according to Christian Bible. 
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Abraham Lincoln, the 16th U.S. president, might have said the following wise words: “You may fool all the 
people some of the time; you can even fool some of the people all the time, but you cannot fool all the people all the 
time.” So any country that desires to join the world leader group, or any political leader who wants to join the rank 
of great presidents like Lincoln and George Washington, should remember what Washington did in mid-November 
1776. When Washington’s army was crushed by the British troops in Long Island area, he was among the last 
retreating groups to sneak across the cold Hudson River near dawn time, that showed how great a true leader is-he 
would take the responsibility and to sacrifice himself for his followers when his men were in great danger. Therefore, 
even Washington was defeated badly by the British in Long Island, he was able to lead his hungry and sick soldiers 
to resist the cold winter and finally beat the British “injustice” colonial troops, including hired Germany mercenaries. 
Lastly, some might think that the concept of Āgreat compassionā is too romantic, unreal and impractical. But 
please do remember that this world is like a super-large spaceship, all the passengers share the resources, 
environment with a common fate in grand scale. Earthquake on the land, tsunami from   the   bottom of the sea and 
hurricane cross the ocean, SARS around the world etc. can all affect the “passengers” on this spaceship   the Earth. 
The super powerful country, the United States, only two years 
after it voted against the Kyoto Treaty for protecting its own 
economy, suffered the deadly blow of hurricane Katrina, had to 
pay for the price of ignoring the share for maintaining the world 
environment and also its own people in New Orleans. Therefore, 
even this concept of “great compassion” might be looked 
impractical in the short term, but according to the Law of 
Energy Conservation, eventually it will catch those who did   
not pay respect to it. As Chinese proverb and Laozi had said: 
“The sky is like a grand fishing net, even there are holes to 
sneak through some of times, but eventually, the tricky ones will 
get caught in surprise.” 
Mencius had said, “judging from history, many tricky men 
had snapped countries with unfair ways; but continue to apply 
the unfair ways to rule the world successfully, that had never 
happened.” What Mencius had tried to teach is that if one do 
not care for others, others will not care for him either; and if a 
nation does not respect other nations’ rights, other nations will 
definitely pay no respect back to support it. For a leader, even 
with great military and financial power to back up his strong 
will, but if his people do   not love him, other nations do   not 
respect him, how can he lead his own country, not to mention to 
lead the world?  
Fig. 2 Don Quixote’s Crusade 
 Don Qui-xote was a dreamer, but he had a noble dream to help the poor and to save the world from devil, in 
spite of his own safety and physical limitations. When you read the book, Don Quixote looked funny in the 
beginning, but very few serious readers can laugh at him at the end (Fig. 2). The United States was established with 
strong faith on religion. Every president at inauguration would put his (so far only his) hands on the Bible and swear 
to do his best for his country under the guidance of God. Therefore, to communicate with Americans, one has to 
know the basic concepts in the Bible and in details if possible, for effective and deeper communication. Talking 
about “the great compassion”, it’s not a new concept to any serious Christians. Because in The New Testament, 
Corinthians Ch. 12, Paul used human body as an example to show that all members belong to one body: “For just as 
the body is one and has many members, and all the members of the body, though many, are one body The eye cannot 
say to the hand,   I have no need of you,’ nor again the head to the feet On the contrary, the members of the body 
that seem to be weaker are indispensable. If one member suffers, all suffer together with it.” This very same concept 
that Paul taught his members, is very similar to what Buddha said in the Ha Yen Text. In it, a story about a large tree 
in the dry desert that uses its branches to collect water in the air, put into a bottle, then water its own root in the dry 
soil. In viewing the words from wise men or those noble religious books, we can see that they all present the very 
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concept of the “great compassion” as the way to treat each other on the Earth, and they were neither stupid nor naive 
at all. 
For those who had read Mencius carefully, they might also have noticed his practical and strategical views on 
international relations. For instance, he said, “The early three dynasties all acquired the world with kindness and 
compassion, and later on all lost it due to cruelty. Same process applies for a nation’s rise and fall. Without 
kindness and compassion toward people and neighbors, emperor cannot keep his four seas, governor cannot keep 
his society, high ranking officers cannot keep their headquarters, and citizens cannot protect their own bodies. 
People hate to die and yet love inhumanity, that is like hate to get drunk and drink heavily.” Judging by American’s 
history in the first and the second part of the 20th century, won’t you think there were some similarities   in our 
contemporary world history to what Mencius had said 2300 years before? Mencius also said, “\[If you think you are\] 
nice to others, yet they are not friendly to you, then you should review how compassionate that you really are; \[if 
you\] govern others yet they do not obey, review your own intelligence first; \[if you pay\] courtesy to others without 
politeness in return, review your true respect toward others. Any action that leads to result not expected, \[you\] 
should all review yourself first about what you might have done inappropriately; once you have corrected all your 
improper behaviors and act fairly toward others, then the whole wide world will be on your side.” President 
Abraham Lincoln had also said the similar words during the Civil War, but more concisely and elegantly-ĀIt is not 
is God on my side, but am I on God’s side?ā Looking back at recent history, Hitler’s attacking Russia, Russian’s 
invasion to Afghanistan, and American’s invasion to Iraq, they all proved Mencius’ points. Chinese leaders like to 
say,ĀUse history as a mirror, to review one’s own acts.ā To learn from history is an energy-saving wise way for 
any Ābig nationā that wants to lead the world. This author truly wishes leaders in all powerful states, especially 
the super powers, will learn from the past history humbly and sincerely, for the world peace and their own energy-
saving prosperity. 
INTRODUCTION 
Advancement in science and technologyvii lead to a booming information-based society, which intensifies the 
competition in knowledge-based economics. In my opinion, knowledge-based economy is actually time-based 
information competition-whoever knows first will win first, while globalization is a space-based connection 
sensitive competitionviii. Tran-sportation vehicles’ development in the past century has overcome space barriers and 
speeded up the unification of the global life with politics, military, economics and culture interwoven into one 
organic body. Consequently, all nations are interacting with each other through time and space. As a result, there is 
no single nation that can live separately from the others, any more than   the moon   to be   an independent land from 
the Earth. The largest land on Earth, the Euro-Asia continent, is gradually connecting with new routes, railways and 
oil pipelines into one unit. While the countries around Pacific Ocean, the largest ocean of Earth, are sharing their 
prosperity and conflicts more directly and quicker than before. At the same time, the once decayed giant, China, 
after 200 years of sleeping, finally starts to recover its volume and strength, like a flattened ball that once had many 
punctured holes, pierced by foreigners as well as by its own internal ideological battles, is starting to return to its 
previous size and elasticity, and bouncing vividly with market driven economical plan than its previous static central 
decision planned economics.  
While ironically, the United States, the forerunner in human right protection and advocator of free trade, is 
moving backward for trade protectionism, censorship on free press, wiretapping on millions citizens without warrant 
as well as on international financial transactions without 
notifying the affected institutions. A new trend called neo-
conservatism, with more influence from some of the 
churches or religious groups ix , are changing the United 
States into a nation that is less democratic inside and more 
imperialistic outside. This new trend in the United States 
has changed the previous balance in the Pacific region as 
well as in the mid-East and central Asia. Before a new 
balance of power is reached in those regions, Pacific-Asia is 
facing a potentially severe crisis (Fig. 3), in addition to 
earthquake, tsunami, typhoon and SARS/bird flu,  
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Fig. 3Clash of Civilizations and The Battle Between Eagle and Snakea 
 war like what had happened in the Mediterranean two thousand years ago, when the land power, Rome, clashed 
with the sea power, Carthage, for 3 times in 120 years.  
Therefore, the peace and prosperity in the Pacific-Asia region, will be heavily depended upon constructive 
commu-nication and compassionate understanding between the United States and China, to avoid future bloody 
wars like the three that already happened   in the Pacific region, between the  United 
States and four Asian countries in last century within 40 years, and a new form of cold 
war is just starting. How to avoid the next war in the Pacific-Asia region and to change 
the unnecessary cold war into warm cooperation? We could borrow past experiences 
from ancient China. In my opinion, similar hot and clashes and cold wars due to 
conflicting interests had happened many times during pre-Qin period (Fig. 4). During 
that several hundred years, many Āinternational rela-tionshipā scholars and experts 
were famous in advising the kings of those continuously fighting states how to handle 
the situation and to maximize their benefits with lower cost and less blood or no blood. 
Among the top dozen scholars, Confucian schoolÿs Mencius was one of the most 
eloquent and respected, due to his powerful concise constructive state-ments and 
persuasive compassionate clever arguments for large and small countries how to co-
exist and co-prosper. 
Fig. 4Learn from Models of Ancient Philosopher 
For instance, in regarding how those neighboring countries should treat each other, Mencius gave them wise and 
practical advice: “If a large country which can treat its inferior ones with courtesy, it can keep its leadership with 
less troublex. While a small country that knows how to pay respect to the larger ones, it can save his crown for 
recognition of power.” But Mencius also pointed out, a country is “big” or “small” is not just measured by its 
population, land, or military power and economic strength. He said: “Using military force and pretending care for 
humanity to invade others, will be a hegemonic power.”A hegemonic power, for sure is a mighty powerful country. 
Yet for a compassionate king, he does not need to have huge land to be a great nation. For instance, Lord Tang only 
had territory of 70 square miles and King Literacy of Chou, only had 100 square miles in the beginning. Using 
military force to conquer others cannot get real respect from the conquered. The conquered had to obey the force, 
because they   do not have the power to repel the aggressor. Yet for those compassionate kings, they win people by 
heart, and they get the real support from the people. Similar case is like how Confucius got heartily respected   from 
his seventy best students. Also written in the “Poetry Text”—“From west to east, from south to north, all people 
think respectfully of the compassionate king.”   
If we apply current international cases to examine Mencius’ theory, then we will find that why Soviet Russia lost 
in Afghanistan and the United States entangled in Iraq were all due to   the fact that   they were continuing the old 
Western or Eastern imperialist thinking of using military force to invade other nations, and counting on technology 
to win the battles lost or   to be lost. Their military forces were and are facing distrustful people in the so-called 
Āliberated regions.ā When Russians and American soldiers marched into Afghanistan and Iraq, they   did   not 
care for the conquered nations’ culture, museum or societies’ safeties and people’s feeling, therefore when gun fires 
were shooting at them than flowers throwing to them, they were surprised. When insurgences broke out like wild 
flowers, they were more confusedxi. But if one had read Mencius’ words as I quoted earlier, then they should have no 
surprises at all. 
Mencius’ deep understanding of international relations and the difference between hegemonic power and Āgreat 
nationā was heartily   praised by another great   neo-Confucian school master Zhu Xi (1130ü1200 CE), who had 
the title given by the Sung emperor as “Doctor of Military Study” and served as provincial military commander and 
administrator for economy and education. Many Western leaders and generals have started to study Sunzi Art of War
in recent years. But I think they should also study Mencius and Sima Strategy, to get some wiser and practical 
advice from Chinese philosophy and past historically tested international relationship theories. If Western leaders 
and generals do study and understand what Confucius, Mencius and Sima Strategy said in those ancient classics, I 
believe that will greatly enhance their communication power in dealing with future international conflicts and with 
the rising powers in the East, including China, India, Japan and Korea. 
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TO CORRECT OR TO COMPLY-THAT IS THE QUESTION 
Studying Sunzi Art of War has become a necessity in studying and applying strategy in many fields. One often 
quoted line from Sunzi is “Know yourself and your opponent, then you may win in hundred engagements without 
loss.” If Pacific-Asian countries all know their own strength and weakness in their developing process, then one 
most important thing they must learn is how to understand America-the super-power of the world, and on the other 
hand, also try to advise the United States sincerely and directly as a good friend shouldxii, to remove or reduce some 
of   its blind spots and mistakes in foreign or energy policy, financial movements and military actions that come 
with its arrogance as the “absolutely dominant superpower”xiii of the world. Because if residents around a huge dam 
do not warn the dam manager about cracks and holes forming along the dam, when one day the dam collapses, all 
the residents below the dam will be immersed in flood and pay their price of investment into a seemingly popular 
stock of “silence is golden.”   
As a highly praised “public intellectual” during the Warring State Period (480 to 221 BCE), Mencius was never 
an opportunistic Confucian school scholar. He had said fearlessly that “when advis\[ing\] ranking officers, I simply 
slight their authority.” Following Mencius’ teaching, I think that in a large international academic conference like 
the Beijing Forum, when we deliberate the issue of “powerful states”, we should not destructively and jokingly 
criticize their weakness and failures to gain theatric attention. We should accompany our critics with constructive 
proposals to correct their errors, as Mencius said but with a different target, “when deliberat\[ing\]   powerful states, 
just correct their errors.” Therefore, in contemplating what the U.S. is doing in its energy policy and foreign policy, 
if America can budget its consumption in energy and aggressively helping the needed poor around the world as 
Marshall Plan once did for European countries after the WWII, then I believe that most of the Pacific-Asian 
countries will be more actively cooperating with the U.S., and a common prosperity can be expected. When a 
superpower behaves unselfishly and acting according to “one-standard justice”, then the rest of the large, medium 
and small countries will follow suit as Lord Chi Huan did in Spring and Autumn Period (770—467 BCE), by 
executing Guan Zhong’s foreign policy, and became a   leader of many   states at that time, without constantly using 
unnecessary military forces to acquire the obedience from other states. One hundred years later, Confucius reviewed 
that part of history and its relative harmony between hostile states, he made a high remark on premier Guan Zhong’s 
art of international politics that “Master Gin Wen was a tricky leader, while Master Chi Huan was fair and despised 
tricks (due to Guan Zhong’s advices). As a result, Master Chi Huan was able to unit many hostile states without 
using bloody military forces. What a compassionate leader! What a compassionate leader!” Although Confucius’ 
ideal of worldwide harmony was not achieved at his times, but in the 21st century, powerful states in Pacific-Asia, 
such as American and China, should give that ideal another serious try. 
Nevertheless, as today’s only superpower of the world, the United States indulged in using its military power to 
control the world politics and economics, instead of adopting a more efficient grand strategy, that in line with the 
definition of a “great nation”, which can use less total energy and resources to achieve the same result with the least 
entropy generated. The reason behind might be its lack of better model than just following the Roman Empire’s 
mentality which was based on a city’s view, and the recent British Empire’s strategy, which was developed to fit a 
country of three small islands, to play the balancing game of “zero-sum”, for satisfying its continuous expansion in 
territory and goods consumption, by taking from the weaker countries’ resources as a quick and cheap means. All 
these activities also remind me of Roman Empire’s continuous assaulting to its northern neighbor tribes and 
“barbarians” for material advantages and cheap slave labor supplies, which seems somehow ironically speeded up of 
its own decline and fall to the hands of the very barbarians that the Western Roman Empire tried to conquer from 
the beginning of its history. In the past, technology changes was rather slow, and it did not play a major or definite 
role in countries’ rise and fall, thus political changes were relatively slow in general cases. Yet today’s fast 
advancing information technology has speeded up the pace in all the political and social areas, therefore companies 
and regimes’ collapses are also much faster than before. What took the Russian empire 200 years to expand its 
territory, once its economical strength is shrinking, GDP falling, the huge Soviet Union collapsed nearly in 10 years, 
or 10 times faster than ancient empires’ falling without direct assaults from enemies. Therefore, if we want to 
discuss about Pacific-Asia’s co-prosperity and harmony, I think that we need to learn grand strategy from the past, 
and to explore and understand what has been America’s mentality as an expanding country, before we can better 
understand why it is relying on military and financial power to secure its national interests, and will it like to resume 
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its once respected leadership and its corresponding responsibilities as the new century’s respected world leader, if 
that’s what America still desires. 
In the following, first I will review the non-peaceful rising of America, then it’s striving for hegemony, anxieties 
of losing acquired global interests, over reaction to China’s “peaceful rising”, and how it might learn from Chinese 
classical texts and historical experience to become an ideal “great nation” with the least military violence and more 
liberal arts to obtain the most admiration around the world and still keep its domestic prosperity in a more graceful 
manner. The reason that this author would like to criticize American’s unpopular unipolar hegemonism and provide 
constructive proposals is not due to pessimism, but optimistic about what human intellectual power can do for the   
future; and because the United States is a rather young power with new energy continuously released from “fusion 
of races”, and it carries much lighter historical burden with shorter “memory length of historical hatred”.xiv In recent 
two centuries, America has shown repeatedly its ability to review and to correct its major mistakes in a rather fast 
manner than most of the old countries and “old Europe” as Rumsfeld remarked in 2003. Therefore even it had 
stumbled on its up climbing road many times, it had been able to correct its course and became smarter and stronger 
as a result. Based on these historical facts, if America can redirect its current course from the neo-imperialism   right, 
and make adjustment to steer away from its current “Selfish Giant”xv mindset, release the “American Lake”xvi back 
to a peaceful “Pacific”  as the ocean was named, open the “American Space” back to the Earth and the whole Earth, 
by realizing earlier that the world is one,   and from long term economical point of viewxvii to understand that 
“constructive” and “developing” strategy can generate more reusable interests than “preventive” and “destructive” 
zero-sum game play   can sustain, then America will have a brighter future, as   it once had in the first part of the last 
century.
Federal Reserve Board Chairman Greenspan once reported, “Flexibility has made the (US) economy more 
resilient to shocks and more stable overall during the past couple of decadesxviii .” Therefore an open-minded   
American international policy can also bring positive growth to the Pacific-Asia region. The result can be  a pleasant 
win-win for both the United States and the world.   
THE LOGARITHMIC NON-PEACEFUL RISING OF AMERICA A HISTORICAL REVIEW 
In reviewing American growth history, one might be surprised to find out that it had been risen like our universe 
after the “big bang”! So that I had to use logarithmic scale to represent a near geometric series growth rate which 
Malthus had used the term, pessimistically to warn the world about population growth might outrun food supplyxix
and the disaster afterwards. While in comparison, Chinese territory has been relatively stable, and its ups and downs 
have been roughly within 2X to 0.5X in a rough estimation. China’s current territory is close to Han and Tang 
dynasties’ peak sizes, while smaller than Chin dynasty’s peak size by about 1/3, if we put who owned the Siberia 
area by the side in this discussion. Therefore, judging by China’s two thousand years’ history, its ambition for 
territory expansion is ten to hundred times less than UK, America, Japan and Russia’s historical record in recent five 
hundred years. The Expansion Rate of two thousand years of Chinese territory vs. two hundred years of the United 
States, will be up to 10000X in comparison. Hence it is quite clear that an agriculture-based self-sufficientxx China, 
measured by historical fact and Spengler’s theory, has much less interest to expand and to invade others, when 
comparing with Britain, Japan, Russia and America (strangely it is a fully self-sufficient country). As a result, in my 
opinion, for an old country with such a less aggressive record and is barely recovering back part of its full-blown 
size “ball”, there is not much need to be afraid of and less to worry about its threat to its neighbors, not to mention 
there being a bigger and stronger country, far   on the other side of the Pacific Ocean. 
Again, let me quote a conversation between Mencius and King Xuan of Chi on a critic international event 
regarding Chi’s invasion of its neighbor state Yen. King Xuan asked Mencius: “If Chi attacks Yen and takes   it. 
Then other states will mobilize their troops to rescue Yen and many will like to attack Chi along the way. What 
should I do?” Mencius replied: “As your subordinate officer, I have heard that Lord Tang was a small state’s leader 
with only 70 square miles land yet he dared to take over the world fearlessly. For a thousand square miles large 
state, which is so scared of other smaller states, that I have never heard of.” From this ancient dialogue,   we can see 
that a really big country should not be scared of states that are ten to hundred times weaker in power. For a 
superpower that is so scared of smaller states’ threat or attack, and worried about imaginary disasters day and night, 
that superpower country must have some kind of group paranoid. Although in high-tech companies, a group 
paranoidxxi of threats from any small yet potentially fatal competitors is a stimulating culture, but in international 
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history, such kind of over-reacting state of mindset   and “constantly battle-ready” culture, can exhaust a sportsman 
as well as a nation’s energy and spirit unnecessarily, and that might cause a large country to lose its leadership   
prematurely   and its territory at the end. 
Getting back to the dialogue between Mencius and King Xuan of Chi, what Mencius advised King Xuan was that 
if he was not greedy to invade state Yen for Yen’s resources and land in the first place, and had no intention to 
invade other states nearby afterwards, then there would be no counterforce formed to attack Chi and to threat Chi’s 
safety. If Chi were sending labors and technicians to improve Yen’s economy, then Yen’s people would present 
flowers and drinks to welcome the coming labors and technicians, how could there be insurgence from Yen and 
plots to attack Chi from other states? What this story tells us goes along with the Chinese proverb, “To untie a robe-
fastened bell, the best person is the one who tied the bell in the first place.” However, this story may not be helpful 
to the United States. Because America’s history has been an expansion history through non-peaceful way in most 
cases, therefore it will suspect when other large nation is rising, they will do the same as America has done to 
expand is my habit and to conquer the world, is my mission. Hence the preemptive strike policy is a natural result of 
this national psychology. Due to the fear that others will also take the same preemptive strike policy, America’s fear 
has reinforced its worry about China’s “peaceful rise and steady recovery”, and that can lead to self-propelled 
unnecessary conflicts, large and small, between the two giants in Pacific-Asia. With a short and successful history, 
America knows well about itself and has strong belief in its systems; while on the other hand, it has much less 
understanding about its neighbors and opponents’ histories and cultures (where language is only a small and limited 
part of a culture). As a result, that might become a major source of the current communication problem in Pacific-
Asia as well as in other regions of the world. 
A COMPARISON OF MAJOR PACIFIC-ASIAN NATIONSÿ TERRITORY EXPANSION RATE 
Comparing China’s rather steady territory size in the past two thousand years, the United States of America in the 
past two hundred years has grown from “nothing” to “something big” in one tenth of the time, and has achieved a 
800 times growth rate in territory expansion. That was   accounting from Massachusetts state’s current 8262 sq. 
miles to begin with, then America expanded about 39 times to 13 states’ 32000 sq. miles, afterwards, through 
purchase or by force, acquired another 19 times of land, to near 6 millions sq. miles, in the next 100 years. All these 
were achieved by visionary presidents and competent generals   and many restless pioneers. If we use the “national 
territory expansion rate” to compare America and China by historical record, then what I found is a shocking ~ 
10000X in difference! For those enjoying quantitative analysis of international economy, political science and 
geographic strategy, this new method might be worth additional study and exploration to further comparing the 
other major powers in Pacific-Asia (Fig. 5) as well as the Western countries in Europe and ancient civilizations in 
human history, to better understand mankind   and nations’ psychology as a whole. 
As shown in Fig. 5, in a very primitive analysis of the territory expansion rate of the four major powers of 
Pacific-Asia, we can see that America’s influenced and controlled area has further taken over those half-vacuumed 
areas from what Russia had left after Soviet Union’s sudden collapse since 1991, and other areas that Western 
powers had gradually lost their control and influence since the end of WWII. In addition, since the first man, 
Armstrong of the United States had landed on the moon on July 20, 1969, America has further expanded its   
territory into the space, and its geometric expansion continues. Therefore, if we draw a territory (real and 
influenced/virtual) expansion curve for the United States, people like math might be surprised to see that America’s 
growth in real and virtual territory control is nearly a straight line in logarithmic scale by time, which is kind of 
following Newton’s First Law of Mechanics, “the moving one intends   to keep on moving”—from the Earth all the 
way into the Space! By 2003, after the 911 event, President Bush Jr. took the disaster and turned it into an 
opportunityxxii to take the Euro-Asia continent’s center Afghanistan first, then invaded Iraq with manufactured 
evidence about MDW, and in 100 days occupied the 2nd   largest oil producing country of the world. These series of 
astounding “achievements” in territory expansion could be regarded as a new record in human history that had 
surpassed Alexander the Great’s short-lived empire and Roman Empire’s five hundred years of struggling with its 
barbarian neighbors. In the past one hundred years, except twice in Asian battlefields, American   had never lost a 
single large battle under the banner of “freedom and democracy” for a better world. As a result, the “eagles” and 
even some of the “liberal elites”, as well as most of the American people are so proud of their nation in recent 15 
years, and no wonder American people are the ones who are the most patriotic among all nations according to 
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NORC (National Opinion Research Center)’s poll released on June 27, 2006. And at the same time, the priority of 
American national security   is rising and   can be allowed by many American citizens, and to let “national security”   
to sit higher than “freedom of press” and many international laws, without caring for what is really going on under 
the Bush administration, and that’s a new trend in reflecting American’s renewed patriotism. 
FROM “DRAGON FLYING HIGH IN THE SKY” TO “ARROGANT DRAGON WILL REGRET” 
No matter how proud the Americans and American eagles are for their country, there is still some lessons they 
might learn from Chinese classics “I-Ching”, which had summarized thousands   years of human experience before 
Confucius started to study it more seriously at his later years. In I-Ching’s 1st case, the Chin Case’, at the end of a 
growing cycle of a “dragon” (gentleman, or an “eagle”), an over expanding arrogant dragon will fall down from sky 
and starting to regret that it did not quite see the “fall and decline” of any physical entity is unavoidablexxiii. Even for 
a continuously expanding universe that we are in, after hundred billions of years, it might start to retract and shrink. 
Therefore, the fairy tale of “American democracy is always right and good for all the world all the time” had quickly 
ran into another stop sign in front of hurricane Katrina which hit New Orleans in August 2005, as I-Ching had stated 
in a few simple and elegant wise words nearly three thousand years ago. After Katrina, even the once proudest 
American elites started to examine the “king’s new dress” might have a few embarrassing holes, if not many ugly 
holes or partially non-existing   right from the beginning. 
THE TAO OF CONFUCIAN SCHOOL’S “GRAND STUDY”˖ Self-Correcting One’s Own Mind, Have 
Integrity, Improve One’s Own Behavior, Regulate Family Ethical Conduct, Govern Your Own Country First, 
Finally You Might Go Out To Rule the World
The current Bush administration has a splendid slogan of saving the world modeled with American style of 
democracy. Yet after the Katrina hurricane, in a week’s time, what American people and people all over the world 
had found out in shock, about what had been hidden under the “democracy-king’s new dress ”! Ever since this event, 
President Bush and his government started   their down fall in American pollsxxiv, and soon Bush’s approval rate by 
American people is   moving   toward another   historical low. If any one looks   back at those right-wing eagle-eye 
scholars who were writing articles with strong confidence to praise Bush’s “Democracy Driven Empire”   that had 
high approval rating in polls, such as Thomas Donnellyxxv and numerous others, he is facing the lowest 37% 
approval rate and 58% against it (in late summer 2005). I wonder how these scholars will defend their previous 
statements and their own positions   in academic history, that   they claimed   the polls, and God,   had been on their 
side? Now we find that if American politicians, scholars, elites and leaders, cannot follow the order of the eight 
steps as Confucian school stated nearly 2500 years ago, and if America cannot   even   take care of its own poor, 
how can it take care of the world for the world’s interests? No wonder the sharp pen of the New York Times, 
Maurine Dowd,   wrote on Sept. 3, 2005, in an article titled “United States of Shame,” that “Who are we if we can’t 
take care of our own?” It is interesting, that Ms. Dowd’s conclusion words in her article are almost the same as 
Confucius talked to his students-“If you cannot correct yourself, how can you correct others?” 
Therefore, I think these eight steps listed by Confucian school, are simple in statement and achievable with clear 
executable order than the political slogan of “democracy” alone, and backed with self-defined “infinite justice”   and   
pre-emptive strike ready policy. If anyone wonders about how valuable these eight steps are in Chinese culture? I 
would like to tell them, that these eight steps are only a very small section of a Confucian school text, and the book 
is only a very small part of Chinese classics, and Confucian school was only one of a hundred schools that had 
flourished and are still available in many major libraries around the world, and understood by a few dedicated 
scholars in Asia? 
ASK NOT WHAT THE EAST CAN CONTRIBUTE TO THE WORLD,   ASK WHAT THE EAST CAN DO 
FOR THEIR OWN CLASSICS! 
According to questions raised in Beijing Forum 2004, scholars from the world asked “What the East has 
contributed to the world and will do for the world?” In my opinion, what Zhao Pu of North Sung dynasty said “A 
half book of The Discourses and Sayings of Confuciusxxvi shall be enough to govern the world” was not a joke. I also 
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think that what Mencius said about international relationship between the large and the small countries are more 
practical than Confucius’ sayings. However, due to Mencius’ eloquence in arguments, that   might   have given his 
students and later readers a false impression that Mencius was only enjoying in his own eloquence than providing 
usable guidance. Most of the Mencius scholars might also have overlooked his firsthand experience about “war and 
peace” from a turbulent “Warring States” environment, therefore his   sayings and thoughts have excellent realistic 
examples to illuminate some complicated international issues. For those who understand the Western theories of 
international relation studies, there is a good chance to convert Mencius’ theory into their current environment. 
Maybe one day, a Mencius scholar will finally dare to say “Half Mencius is good enough to guide nations to achieve 
international harmony and peace”. 
On the other hand, while Western achievements in science and technology as well as literatures and arts are 
impressive, Chinese culture that trained intellectuals with literature-history-philosophy and strategy with economics   
all combined is also education for mankind. How to digest the best part of the Chinese culture and modernize it, 
simplify it, resettle it to fit local environment, then popularize it and globalize it, those are heavy challenges   for 
multi-dimensional scholars of modern Sinology/Chinese Studiesxxvii. Maybe we should ask the similar question as 
J.F. Kennedy had asked in his Inauguration: “Ask Not What Your Classics Can Do for You, Ask What You Can Do to 
Give New Lives to the Classicsxxviii”! Looking at the “200 years young” Constitution of the United States with   
approximately only five thousand words, if Americans can be proud of it and think that it can govern and save the 
mid-East and “whip” China to grow up to American way of life, how can the Chinese not to put effort to turn their 
own ancient classics into new wisdom to save the West and America on areas that can be improved as the Chinese 
contributions to mankind in return? 
TO KNOW & TO DO: BEYOND MILITARY STRATEGY & WANG YANGMING STUDY 
Some of the Chinese classical texts need new interpretation, and many   parts   are still immune to the changes of 
time or environment. For instance, there are many concepts in Sunzi Art of War that are not only great to guide 
national grand strategy but also suitable for environmental engineering practicexxix. Today, many business schools 
are teaching Sunzi Art of War and all generals around the world might have   a copy in their bookshelves or carrying 
in their suitcases; and occasionally, it’s even a good   gift for executives or leaders of another country. Even with so 
many copies in so many different languages and read by so many people, there are   still   few who really understand 
Sunzi’s deep thinking on strategy. No wonder in Sunzi’s first chapter, Sunzi himself said: “... these five elements on 
leadership, generals all heard of them, but only the one who truly understand them can win, while those who do   
not fully understand them, can not win.” In Chinese military history, many generals boasted   that they were Sunzi’s 
disciples, yet they led their army to defeat and countries to downfall.Such 
cases are like what Sung dynasty neo-Confucian school master Chengzi had 
commented, that “Today, people do not know how to read books. If they read 
Confucius’ Sayings, before and after are just the same persons, then they 
haven’t read it at all.” Alas, if scholars in the past couldn’t understand the 
classics then, how can people today be less diligent? 
Military strategy is only a part of the training for a full-fledged Chinese 
intellectual. The famous philosopher Wang Yangming (1472—1528 CE), 
was also a military genius even if examined and compared carefully in world 
military history. Many scholar majored in philosophy might not know that 
Wang was also an Olympic-grade archer as well as a fine calligrapher. In his 
colorful career of ups   and downs, he had won all the battles with minimum 
force in very short time. As Ming dynasty’s Minister of Defense, he had 
resisted the government’s order to invade Vietnam, based on the reason that 
Vietnam at that time did not offend China and therefore China should not 
attack a small neighbor country without justifiable reason. In protesting 
Ming government’s inhumane order, Wang Yangming resigned his post and 
Fig. 6Wang Yangming’s Anti-War Poem 
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 went home without the approval of the emperor. After 
he died on his way home, Ming government removed 
his titles, and punished his family vigorously for years. 
But looking back at what Wang did, he might be the 
only Minister of Defense and a philosopher who had 
taken action and paid heavily for his own reputation 
and family interests to protect a small neighboring 
country (Fig. 6, Fig. 7). This is a true realization of 
“knowledge for truth and action by principle”. Wang 
Yangming claimed that his “philosophy of con-
scientious heart” that teaches people to follow 
the“goodness in human heart” was tested and proved 
by his military experiences of life or death. Therefore,  
Fig. 7Praise of Wang Yangming’s Combination of Wen & 
Wu, Knowledge and Action 
 in my opinion, for those who had studied Wang Yangming philosophy and neo-Confucian thoughts without fully 
understand Wang’s military achievements and humanity decisions, they really did not know Wang Yangming at all. 
For the same reason, if America wants to lead the world, it also needs to learn from the past historical models and 
guard humanity firmly against greedy national interests. Learning complicated international events is like what 
Deng Xiaoping had humbly but wisely said “touch the rocks to cross river.” In this regard, Chinese culture and 
historical models that can provide enough good learning examplesxxx for the West, and for America especially. 
WORLD LEADER: BIG MAN DRIVES SMALL CAR or TOUCH THE ROCKS TO CROSS RIVER 
From “Knowing” to “Doing” is always a challenge for all intellectuals, including prince Hamlet. And there is no 
exception from the debating and writing of the United States’ Constitution for the protection of citizens’ rights to its 
gradual and rather slow realization in practice for the blacks, Jews, Japanese, Chinese, women, children, slaves and 
new immigrants in the past 200 years. Just like what Wang Yangming said about his “philosophy of conscientious 
heart”, this valuable world first constitution’s realization has   been tested and re-assured with blood and tears spread 
along its way. By the recent half century, America has achieved a superpower position to lead the world with its 
mighty economical and military power, but it has not mastered the “world governance” as a true “great nation” with 
consistent “great nation standard” to back its actions and claims. It seems to me, that the United States has followed 
closely what those small European countries and British islands’ strategies of “zero-sum” “gun-boat” diplomacy to 
handle events of the new world order. The strategies that those small countries and island-based nation had adopted 
were due to their limited land, labor, resources, they had to play the game of “win-lose” and to divide their enemies 
to conflicting   groups in order to maximize their winning opportunities, and usually will not hesitate, shamelessly,   
to change the game rules if they are starting to lose the game. It’s quite interesting to see that at international level, 
all those human rules like the “Ten Commandments” or “Golden Rule” are being put aside as children put aside 
their toys. When the international game is playing at this class, then all the slogans of “freedom for the world” and 
“democracy for all countries” are becoming hypocritical jokes in the eyes of open-minded intellectuals, whether 
they are Europeans, Chinese or Americans! 
A Difference between the GRAND STRATEGY & GRIND STRATEGY: “You Lose I Win” vs. “Beat 
Yourself You Win” 
Strategy has many levels and grades. There can be direct and indirect approaches to use hard and soft power 
playing in a “complex variables-like” world systemxxxi, and there can be grand strategy for “grow-grow” and 
grinding strategy of “grind-grind”. Laozi had said, “Who knows others is smart, knows self, bright. Beat others 
because you have power; beat yourself, then you are really strong.” Therefore, for a resourceful rich,   big and self-
sufficientxxxii country like the United States, it can live well after some adjustment in its spending habit without 
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resorting to grab other countries’ resources through military and financial games with hidden greed and unhidden 
excuses. Because the physics Law of Energy Conservation and Newton’s 3rd Law of Mechanics shows that in 
human behavior and international relations these laws are also true. In human history, we can find the words like 
“eye for eye, tooth for tooth, life for life”xxxiii in every society, which reflects human’s memory of hatred length and 
a way to maintain order when limited and manipulated ruler-made-law cannot serve real justice. 
Therefore, today country A invades country B, tomorrow country B will take money from country A, or by other 
means at delayed time. Small gangs and countries have to play tricks to survive, but large groups, companies and 
countries do   not have to play dirty small tricks all the time. When a large enterprise loses its credibility, it will lose 
more money in the long run. Same wisdom applies to large countries, if they learn from history. The famous 
quotation in the West that “Honesty is the Best Policy” is not a grade school textbook line, it was derived from real 
experience in society with a longer time scale for measurement. 
Today, America enjoys playing   the international game and setting   its own rules of “dynamic double standards” 
from time to time, and broke any international agreement or law as it pleases. Bush administration’s violation of 
international law under the excuse of “anti-terrorism” has even been ruled by US Supreme Court as illegalxxxiv,
which says how badly the Bush administration has been judged by the world as well as by its own unbiased Justice 
system. Gain in short term, and lose in the long run, this is the same lesson that we have seen in many American 
large companies, such as the executives of Enron had done and are being caught and punished by the U.S. law 
eventually. 
 In an ancient Confucian school classic, “The Unbiased Invariant Way (Zhong Yong)”, Confucius said: 
“Dishonesty   leads to nowhere.” Mencius said, “Honesty is God’s way; thinking of being honest, men’s way. Being 
absolutely sincere but you cannot get things done, that has never happened before. Insincerity cannot move people 
nor things.” In judging today’s leaders of companies and nations, especially those “big countries” that so desire to 
lead the world, if they cannot be honest with their employees, investors, stock holders, allies and followers, they 
certainly cannot “fool all the people and all the countries all the time.” This simple and yet practical causality rule 
was stated by Mencius two thousand years ago eloquently. Therefore what I am advocating for powerful states to 
deliberate the definition and reason of “what makes a great nation”, could be the best policy for any large nation in 
the long run. To learn how to become a “great nation” needs good models, or they can certainly borrow Deng 
Xiaoping’s humble and practical advice-“touch the rocks to cross river.” Or from Bible’s Psalm 149, “For the Lord 
takes pleasure in his people; he adorns the humble with victory.” 
WHAT MAKES A RESPECTABLE LEADER: FAIRNESS, HONESTY & SPIRIT OF SACRIFICING 
One main theme that scholars attending the Beijing Forum have enthusiastically discussed the most is—Who 
Should Lead the Pacific-Asia and the World? I look at this topic with different views. First, we need to define what 
makes a respectable leader? Second, what kind of leadership that is more effective to achieve the common 
prosperity and harmony in the Pacific-Asia region and in the world? Before I present my views on these two 
questions, we need to understand America a little bit more, because America is a superpower of the world, and it has 
a major role to play in the Pacific-Asia’s prosperity and peace. 
America has multi-characters. Its party, government, people and culture all changes with time and space. It 
honors spiritual value sincerely and at the same time follows the rule of maximizing its interests close to 
Shakespeare’s “Merchant of Venice”. When these two forces mixed together, it’s like a complex variable system, or 
like Yin & Yang in Chinese I-Ching, and Bible’s Old & New Testaments, that possesses two different 
complimentary forces, thus it has a strong and dynamic life and full of renewable energy. Since   America has two 
systems running in parallel in its philosophy, and no wonder it has “double standards” in humanity concerns and for 
international affairs. In its political system, its two party system is just a reflection of these dual thinking philosophy 
mixed with practical interests driven by various local interests groups. On the spiritual side, some of its reactions to 
major scientific or social issues have amazing similarity to many other “fundamentalists” in various religious states 
around the world. Before the Soviet Empire had collapsed, sometimes, it was hard to distinguish the two, Soviet or 
America, was the one which was more “ideologically driven” regarding many of the world order and leadership 
issues. Therefore, American policies tend to swing from the left to the right, then from the right to the left 
continuously, and never stay at the same point for very long time. For those who do not like it, they regard it as 
America’s shortcomings. For those who want to stay under its umbrella, support it regardless of all. But in reality, 
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it’s just American characteristics, and only the short-term analysts got themselves puzzled and their readers 
confused.
In the United States, its military schools, government institutions and companies, they all require their leaders be 
unselfish, fair, honest and devoted to their works with near-religious sacrificing spirits. Large American companies 
pay their executives up to thousand times higher than entry-level   employees. Therefore, in business world, 
executives fight for more power and to get more money in return as their compensation of their sacrificing devoted 
works. But again, let’s not get fooled just by the compensation amount. Because in America, “What an American 
values, is not the possession of money as such, but his power to make it as a proof of his manhood; once he has 
proved himself by making it, it has served its function and can be lost or given away”, so said by A.H. Auden, in his 
short article “The Mighty Dollar”.   What Bill Gates and Warren Buffett have contributed to philanthropy are just 
two recent cases. But for government works, responsibilities lead to power, but not money. Most of the American 
political and military leaders serve their jobs with a strong sense of mission. Many of them   honor “sacrificial 
spirit” higher than getting earthy money compensation. Yet, strangely, for international events, the United States 
behaves very differently than what the Bible teaches them how to do as a person. While in Confucian teaching, the 
sense of responsibility for self, for family, for their country and for the world is a continuous process,   step by step, 
stage by stage,   with consistent requirement and with the same principle to apply at different level with greater 
responsibility and increasing sense of humanity as one goes up the ladder of social class toward world leadership. 
With this self-sacrificing requirement planted in Confucian philosophy and education systems, and Mencius’ 
advanced people-oriented social thinking as supporting theory, a great scholar Huang Zhongxi (1610—1695 CE) 
wrote in his important book, “To See Clearly In Dark Period” (Ming Yi Dai Fon Lu), chapter one, “On Kingship”,
about Chinese political system and demanded strongly for unselfish and sacrificing as basic requirements for world 
leader. He said, in paraphrase, “In the beginning of the world, everyone was selfishly for himself, and nobody cares 
for the public interests, until someone came out unselfishly to serve the world for all people’s interests, and put the 
interests of the world higher than self interests, and work hard thousand to ten thousand times than the rest. This 
sacrificing behavior is definitely not what people want to be by human nature. Therefore many ancient saints and 
capable men escape from giving them the responsibilities of a king. However, later on, these leaders and those 
wanted to be world leaders, for their own interests, put the world’s resources and interests all below his power, and 
gradually they started to take that’s for granted, and they deserved privileges shamelessly, and started to pass their   
possessions to their children forever within their family’s control.” After reading Huang Zhongxi’s criticism on 
ancient kings and imperial leaders, then let’s look at what America and Bush are doing to the world, you will find 
that is exactly what Huang condemned nearly three hundred years ago! It was at about the similar period, when 
immigrant from Europe lived in the east coast of America, started to protest British Empire’s colonialism   which 
had   put high tax on those early pioneers of the land. And about three   hundred years later, it is America that has 
become a new empire and continues to do what it protested against the British Empire, but now it is doing similar 
things with new means! What a satirical drama in history! 
Huang Zhongxi wrote next, “In ancient time, people worshiped and loved their unselfish and sacrificing yet 
capable kings as their fathers, and placed them as high as the sky. At that time, those kings truly deserved their 
citizens’ worship and love. However, today, people under the sky, hate their ruling kings, and regarded them as 
bandits and robbers, and call them selfish-unipolar-man is quite fit the situation... What Mencius said about the 
relationship between the people and the king were words of the saints. Yet after Mencius, kings were afraid of 
Mencius’ criticism of dictatorship and tyranny, thus abandoned Mencius’ saint-like position (in Confucian school 
worship temple). Wasn’t that due to the helps by narrow-minded Confucian scholars?” Now looking at what Bush 
and his supporting generals and scholars are doing around the world, and how the once loved America has become 
the joke and the center of hatred of the world (see Julia Sweig’s new book).   And all the reasons aren’t they so 
similar to what Huang Zhongxi had said in his book, in particular the chapter called “On Kingship”?  
Under the banner of “anti-terrorism” to invade Iraq and mid-East, exercise military operations in mid-Asia etc., 
on the surface, these all make sense, and Bush administration even had achieved some limited successes in the 
beginning. Yet when hurricane Katrina flipped its wing at New Orleans, all the makeups of his “democratic empire” 
started to fall, and were “gone with the wind”xxxv as many conscientious political and non-political science oriented 
intellectuals in America and outside America had warned years before. What Bush has advocated about “democracy 
of the American way” was abused by Bush and his supporters’ over-extended ambition for resources outside 
America, and the excuses of invading Iraq and torturing   prisoners in secret prisons are becoming dirty spots on the 
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once shining and clean banner of “Freedom and Democracy”, and the number and size of the dirty spots are still 
growing. 
EXAMINE THE ABUSE, ARROGANCE AND IMPATIENCE OF “DEMOCRACY THE AMERICAN 
WAY”
 “People-Oriented Democracy” in essence is a good thing for the people, although it has never been perfect. But 
for complicated human societies, the so-called “Democracy” since the Greek days has many different versions, and 
has never been a panacea for all the cultures all the time (Fig.8). Some-times, politicians use “democracy” as “knife” 
to kill their opposite party, or as the “squeezer” to squeeze out money from the rich. If you remember what Madame 
Roland wrote during the French Revolution period,“O Liberté, que de crimes on commet en ton nom!”  (Oh Liberty, 
what crimes are com-mitted under your name!). then you might agree 
with me that now we are facing another challenge that “Oh
Democracy, what crimes are committed under Democracy’s name?”
Confucius said, “With   good people chosen to govern the nation for 
one hundred years continuously, then the nation can be free from 
violence and cruelty.” Democracy as a concept needs to be remodeled 
to fit different environment and cultures, and needs good leader and 
educated people to support the system. Too soon and too simplistic in 
carrying out the   Americanized political system to new soils is like to 
teach baby how to jump over a 6-foot bar with beautifully made 
American stainless steel 10lb rod. Education takes time and needs 
patience. If American took 200 years after having written their 
Constitution to give their black people the right to vote and to live 
without discrimination, then American politicians and intellectuals 
should understand how long another society needs to set up their own 
version of democracy, with considerate patience as they would have 
treated their own children to get education step by step for Master’s 
degree in an ivy-League graduate school.   
Fig. 8 How to Eat Your “Democratic Meal”? 
NO WARS BETWEEN DEMOCRATIC COUNTRIES: TRUE, PARTIAL TRUE, OR SOPHISTICALLY 
FALSE? 
Recently, American’s right-wing eagle-claw government bluntly took actions to seize or control Iraqi oil resource 
and support “color revolutions” more directly than last 30 years. It also promotes a debatable and biased idea that 
democratic countries do not wage wars against each other. Therefore it is proper for the United States to topple all 
unfriendly non-democratic countries to secure future world peace, at the price of temporary battles that the U.S. and 
its allies need to exert military and economical power to speed up the changes. Yet, ironically, on Sept. 29, 2005 
PIPA’s poll, the result showed that even the Americans do   not believe the Bush administration’s theory of using 
military force to promote “democracy” around the worldxxxvi. While outside America, those democratic European 
countries and Latin America countries in America’s “backyard” xxxvii , all take strong position against Bush’s 
“Democracy Banner”. Also, America becomes   less welcome in most of the democratic countries, even with lower 
popularity than the “non-American Democracy” country   communist China! 
From the academic side, military history scholars, like Victor Hansonxxxviii, pointed out that it seems that the West 
will always seek an enemy, even if it must come from within. But I think it is also true for all nations or groups, that 
one major reason of war is to gain net profit from the opponent. But does it need to use military means to take 
properties and land from the others as “profit”? Germany historian Oswald Spengler had answered the question with 
far vision in 1922, eighty years before the world moved into the 21st century’s “Information Era”, that the new form 
of war, does not have to be carried out in the “traditional” way. He pointed out in his masterpiece, “The Decline of 
the West” in1922, that: “Politics and trade in developed form the art of achieving material successes over an 
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opponent by means of intellectual superiority are both a replacement of war by other meansxxxix.” Therefore, if a 
nation can use economic power, financial manipulation, intellectual property ownership and royalty, and cultural 
enterprise to obtain equivalent interests, then those “old” means outlined and advocated in Clausewitz’s “On War”,
such as killing people and soldiers, take land, destroy threatening industries are just too clumsy and costly in high-
tech oriented modern time. Similar consideration is also true between criminal groups in modern time. They do   not 
use knives and clubs as in the 19th century, they use shrewd means to sell drugs or use inside information to gain 
profit from stock trading. Gangs still fight with gangs, but in more civilized and efficient ways when they can. 
Therefore, when the developed countries which are also democratic countries need to fight over their national 
interests, they certainly try not to use the costly way of “old fashion war” to resolve their conflicts, especially when 
both sides have abundant true Massive Destructive Weapons, neither side would be stupid enough to kill its 
competitor at the risk of mutually destroyed MADxl-ly. 
BANKRUPTCY OF THE THEORY-ĀNO WAR BETWEEN DEMOCRATIC COUNTRIESā
While the “developed Democratic countries” have used “indirect approach” to gain economical advantages 
instead of mechanical killing-driven methods, many developing Democratic countries still resort to the traditional 
direct approach to resolve conflicts. For instance, Jawaharlal Nehru, the Prime Minister of India, the advocator of 
non-violence, attacked Portuguese Goa in Dec. 19, 1961, in spite of UN’s resolution asking the two countries to 
settle their differences through negotiation; the continuous conflicts between Greek and Turkey over territory issues; 
Northern Ireland’s independence movement bloodily suppressed by the Democratic Britain; and the invasion of 
Israel army into Palestine Gaza Strip, and seized 60 newly established democratic government cabinet membersxlion 
June 29, 2006; and the U.S. has openly threatened to use force to attack the newly voted and formed democratic 
Iranian nuclear facilities. Therefore, the slogan that has been loudly advocated by the U.S. that “there is no war 
between Democratic countries” has embarrassedly bankrupted in 2006. 
Although the slogan of “No War Between Democratic Counties” has bankrupted, serious scholars should not just 
laugh at those sophistical politicians and stop exploring what are the conditions, both the necessary and the 
sufficient conditions, that countries in modern time need or not want to fight bloody conventional wars.   One simple 
and practical standard in modern times might be “No War Between Nuclear Powers”! Although this statement is 
luckily true so far, but it is still a partially true sophistry, and it soon will be tested by the miniaturized nuclear 
weapons with names different than atomic bombs’. Arguments that are Sophistry in nature cannot fool all the people 
all the time. For nations that want to lead a region, or the whole world, must know that sophistry and double 
standards cannot win respects in any region nor by most of the countries in the world   all the time. But, if military, 
financial power cannot win leadership respectfully nor generate positive interests for those power states in the long 
run, they might need to ask, are there any better means or models that they can borrow, for the best and long term 
interests for themselves? For this question, Mencius had answered it about 2300 years ago, “Feed people with good 
deeds, then you will win the world.”
FEED PEOPLE, WITH GOOD DEEDS, THEN YOU WILL WIN THE WORLD - Mencius, 300 B.C. 
President Bush and some of his military and national security staff, manufactured the evidence that Iraq had 
developed MDW and justified their pre-planned invasionxlii through sneak attackxliii of Iraq, and later on, when 
MDW was not found, then added additional excuse invasion is to liberate the people of Iraq from Saddam Hussein. 
Yet in this violent military process, American soldiers had directly or indirectly killed many times more Iraq people 
than Iraqi’s tyrant, Saddam Hussein had killed in his tenure. This was like what Mencius had criticized leader of 
Chou attack Yin with a question and a sigh, “If (the leader of Chou) claimed he was   under the banner of humanity 
to attack the inhumane Yin regime, how came the process was so bloody that the blood flew out from the dead 
bodies could float wooden rods?” Hence Mencius concluded that “Do not believe the history written by the winner. 
For the past history, I only took 20 to 30% as true.” Today, under censorship, even American news media does   not   
provide truth much more than their criticized non-democratic regimes. Therefore, we have to judge and selectively 
accept what American advocated “democracy is good for all countries” and with “infinite justice”, Bush 
administration is pursuing peace and better lives for the whole world. It is my opinion, that true democracy of the 
world, should have all the countries treated equally as the U.S. Constitution treating its 13 states then and 50 states 
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now. It should not be that some countries should have more “freedom” and less “responsibilities” than the other 
countries, as satirically written in George Orwell’s “Animal Farm” in 1945, to laugh at Stalin how he treated his 
communist comrade countries under Soviet Union’s control-“All animals are equal, but some animals are more 
equal than others”  (Fig. 9). Lilo, 2nd half, ch.16, Mencius said, “Advocating about goodness to persuade people, in 
Book that has never worked. \[But if you take real action, and\] Feed people with good deeds, then you will win the 
world. If you do so sincerely and yet people around the world still are against you, that has never happened.” If we 
take what Mencius said about “good deeds” 
to compare with what America under 
president Bush has advocated about the 
goodness of “democracy”, then we will 
find out very quickly that slogan is not 
equal to action. If Bush and   the Bush 
administration really believe   in 
“democracy”, then that “international 
democracy” should mean “all nations are 
created equal”. Further more, if the 
advocator had taken action with “good 
deeds of democracy” to “feed”, not to 
“beat” those weak and under-developed 
countries, then, as Mencius had said, “If
you do so sincerely and yet people around 
the world still against you, that has never 
happened.” 
Fig. 9“Animal Farm” View of Equality Some are More Equal Than the Others 
 To illustrate Mencius’ theory, let’s compare President Jimmy Carter with President Bush Jr. The engineer school 
trained Carter was not an eloquent politician, he did   not know how to lie nor to manipulate public opinions 
successfully; he had floundered in Iranian crisis, and finally failed to win his 2nd term of presidency of the U.S. Yet, 
after leaving the White House, Carter and his wife had established a “Carter Center”xliv to teach and to help more 
than sixty-nine   poor countries. And at the same time, they were patiently teaching those under-developed countries 
and their people about the essence and benefits of democracy, without using government money, and have become 
the most respected “Mr. Democracy of the World”. By 2002, Carter was   awarded with the Nobel Peace Prize, “for 
his decades of untiring effort to find peaceful solutions to international conflicts, to advance democracy and human 
rights, and to promote economic and social development”. Once a loser in American politics and then a winner of 
peace and democracy of the world, what a pleasant and enlightening “divine comedyxlv” of human history! It can 
serve as a good model for those holding big stick and advocating democracy without much respect from the world. 
Sunzi had said, “the best warrior is one who can win the war without bloody fighting.” Maybe Jimmy Carter is also 
a good model for international political strategists.   
DEMOCRACY THEN & NOW A MUTATION WITH RESPONSE DELAYED, RATIO OF LEVERAGE 
CHANGED 
Tyranny has many uncles, and Democracy many sons. Ever since the political concept and system of democracy 
were proposed and contested in ancient Greek times, the definition and contents of the term have changed   
numerous times. Every country at different period had different democracy, as people change their eating recipes. 
Western proverb said wisely that “One man’s meal can be another person’s poison”xlvi. Planting tropical fruit trees 
on high mountains, they can hardly survive not to mention bearing fruit of the same taste. Looking at what had 
happened in Philippine and Latin America, American democracy did   not work well in different environment. In 
ancient Greek, citizen’s knowledge, information, physical strength and fortunes were not too far away from the 
ruling party’s elites. The ratio of those “capabilities” between citizens to their leader couldn’t be more than tens of 
thousand times, or in logarithmic scale, a number of 3 or 4 in general. But in modern high-tech era, these ratios are   
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becoming   million or billion times in difference, or could be more than 5 or 6 in logarithmic scale   in small 
countries, but could be higher than 8 or 9 in the United States. 
As a result, the leverage of people to government under democratic   system has lost its designed balance, and 
people’s responses to government policies are delayed or have no decisive impact at allxlvii. The military and 
financial powerxlviii under today’s American president can be more than the dictators or emperors in   Greek and   
Roman Empire days. As the Commander-in-Chief of the United States, American president can attack or invade any 
country and get the action ratified by the Congress 60 days laterxlix, or after the killing and destruction is already 
done. With the help of high-tech, American president can order the wiretapping on   nearly any American citizen or 
foreign financial institute without warrant and as he pleases. For an ideologically thinking and acting president and 
staff group, an American leader can produce huge damage to world balance or peace, with much more destructive 
power than human societies had ever possessed. When this huge power is used for destructive purpose than for 
constructive mission, then a modern government under the so called democratic system can be more horrible   than 
ancient tyrants or under-developing non-
democratic system’s leaders could do. 
Judging that unbiased justice cannot be 
easily maintained in any powerful 
government system, and “Power tends 
to corrupt; absolute power corrupts 
absolutely (Lord Acton)”,  could not 
help but to think over what Plato had 
said in “The Republic”, that a unselfish, 
able, healthy and kind philosophical 
king is needed for his ideal republic (Fig. 
10). Today, looking at world political 
and business leaders’ ethical and “moral 
sentiments”l quality, no wonder people 
start to think that maybe female leaders 
are less violent than the males, thus fit 
better for future American presidents 
Poll by li  Does it mean, with all the 
political systems invented and  
Fig. 10The Need of Plato’s Philosophical King After Katrina 
 designed by smart people, we finally believe that the gracefulness associated with women, and the female gender 
created by God, has higher merit than man-made modern “destructive power inclined democracy”? 
DIFFERENTIATION OF CONSTRUCTIVE TO DESTRUCTIVE POWER AHEAD OF MANEUVERING 
WITH HARD OR SOFT POWER 
Due to the non-effective and negative results of taking unipolar actions   and using military power in recent years, 
American liberal mind such as Joseph Nye started to suggest that the United States should use both “hard power” 
and “soft power” to deal with international affairs. For Americans, especially those right-wing eagles, this strategy 
sounds like a new trick. Yet for those who have deep understanding of Chinese culture, they should know that in the 
past several thousand years, starting from I-Ching or even earlier, that strategists in China had used combined “wen 
(literary)” and “wu (military)” forces to handle complicated situations, with “wen” and “wu” interchangeably used 
as they fit. Which even included writing literary and touching war announcementlii as part of the “weaponry” 
deployed to defeat enemies with the least time, resources and entropy. While looking at American war 
announcement, words used were rather direct and plain, sometimes they were even as rude as the words that a 
cowboy would say when he was ready to draw his gun from his hip and starting to shoot: for American interests
liii...“Therefore, be It”liv. To comment on Joseph   Nye’s “new idea”, I had written in my 2004 Beijing Forum paper, 
that if adopting “soft power” is still “only for American interests”, and “destruction” is still as goal, plus unimproved 
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arrogant attitude, then the result will still not be much better than using “Clausewitz’s direct attack” or “Liddell 
Hart’s indirect approach” with just “hard power” alone or combined with   some   “soft power”lv.
A true “great nation” and world leader should allocate more of its national resources into “constructive” 
international policies and its execution, and endeavor less on “destructive” strategy and spending less on firearms 
industries. It can spend $500 billion dollars a year on defense (offense?), but does   not have $14 billions dollars to 
maintain and improve New Orleans dam system spreading into 10 years!? Or there is no money to construct a $20B 
high-speed railroad to connect Canada-Washington-Oregon-California-Mexico into one better-connected living 
region and potentially more productive market? Without constructive policies and projects, then America has to rely 
on selling weapons to make money to maintain jobs and people’s living standards, while at the price that they will 
more heavily depend upon the conflicts and instability of the world between countries and regions. When the world 
is in unstable state and the U.S. foreign policy cannot win the support from the troubled regions and countries, then 
more energy and resources have to be allocated to deal with those growing problems, and the result is less money 
for domestic education and transportation systems that are crucial for regenerative economy in the United States. It 
seems a vicious cycle has   formed under the name of military-industry-complex, and the United States is facing a 
downward drag from its own burden due to deploying international strategy which is not a good fit for its capacity 
and desires under the banner of “democracy”. Again, the case of Guan Zhong’s international strategy might still be a 
useful model for America and other nations that want to become a “great nation” and a regional or world leader. 
Due to Guan Zhong’s successful international policy that was friendly and helpful to all its neighbor states, this even 
included Chi state’s giving away a piece of Chi’s own land for a collapsed small country to reside, and Chi state also 
put fairness and justice with high moral standard for all nations to honor, and no double standard tricks played. The 
result was a period of harmony among those countries,   and people of those countries, especially Chi itself enjoyed 
the greatest benefits without resorting to military force. No wonder one hundred years later, Confucius still highly 
praised Guan Zhong’s wisdom in his grand international strategy as a “very human, very human” achievement. 
Today, in reviewing Guan Zhong’s political wisdom and international strategy, we might still learn something for 
challenges facing the entire world. 
TAO OF WEN & WU, LITERARY HEART & MILITARY ART THAT CRAFT THE DRAGON: THE 
POWER OF CULTURE INDUSTRYlvi FOR PEACEFUL GREAT NATIONS 
The ultimate achievements of literature and arts are “To generate something valuable from nothing, which can 
make yourself happy and others as well.” Get one’s happiness from other’s happiness, that’s the action and result of 
“constructive innovation”. While “the lowest goal of using military power is to take other’s properties and build up 
one’s wealth on other’s loss”, that is “zero-sum” game with destructive means. In Chinese culture, “wen” or “wu” 
alone can not form the “Tao”. A dynamically balanced “Tao of Wen & Wu”lvii, I called it “Bin Xin Diao Long”, and 
wrote a book about it, as applications and extension of  I-Ching’s “One Yin and One Yang Together That’s Called 
Tao.”  
Talking about military strategy studies, China had been a “big country”, with thousands of well-written books 
about the subject printed and survived in the past two thousand years. But looking at those books and masters of 
strategy in Chinese history, most of the authors were also good at literary writing and other disciplines, and very few 
were only focused on using military power as the only means to solve conflicts. Laozi said, “to settle big hostility, 
there must be unresolved hatred dangling.” Seasoned Chinese doctors all know that using strong medicine to cure 
serious sickness, there will always be bad side effect left to hurt different part of   the   body. Seasoned Western 
strategists all know the side effects of using military force to resolve problems. But are there other options that can 
compensate their incomes from not selling arms, and still can maintain their people’s living standard that have been   
relying on world conflicts and instability? If we examine the major elements in America’s income and productivity, 
we shall find surprisingly that the United States is not only the No.1 country in high-tech products but also the No. 1 
in “Culture Industry/ Creative Industry”. American Culture Industry had contributed up to 20-25% of the U.S. GDP 
in 2003, which is much higher than Britain’s ~ 9%, Japan’s ~7%ˈKorea’s ~ 5.5%, Taiwan’s ~2%ˈ and China’s 
~1% (real income). 
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According to world poll surveys, most of the countries do not like American 
government, but few dislike American cultural products, such as movies, TV 
programs, music CD/DVD etc.! Therefore, it is my opinion, that the United 
States does not have to rely as heavily on its “arms sales”, in order to 
compensate national income. If America actively investigates and develops 
marketing strategies new regions such as in Arabic circles, and use money saved 
from destructive military expenses in constructive education enhancement and 
transportation system improvement etc. then the result will be more productive 
economy and fewer conflicts around the world. Isn’t that the ultimate goal 
stated in America’s Constitution-happiness for people? But we should also 
remember what one of the founding fathers   of the Constitution, Benjamin 
Franklin said, “The Constitution only gives people the right to pursue happiness. 
You have to catch it yourself.” Maybe for the Beijing Forum attendants, we 
should ask ourselves, “What can we do for the harmony and peace in the 
Pacific-Asia region and Great the world?” (Fig. 11). Now I have done mine, is 
there any other new proposals? 
Fig. 11“I-Ching”: Dragons without Dominant, That’s Fortune. A New Order for the Pacific-Asia 
CONCLUSION 
Nations are not made by military and financial powers alone, they need big capacity, far vision, broad 
compassion and spirit of self-sacrificing   to become regional or world leaders. Learning from history and wise 
models can shorten the time and energy of try and errors to become a true “Great Nation”. 
In that regard, Chinese culture had many good models and wise writings to share with the West. Balanced “wen” 
and “wu” can provide a visionary mind with regenerative energy for people and countries to pursue their happiness 
with the least time, resources and entropy. Culture industry has great potential to provide enough GDP growth 
peacefully to replace the incomes from selling arms to conflicting countries and instable regions. If big countries and 
great nations can put more of their resources and energy to constructive usage than destructive process, then our 
world could be a better and happier one. 
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